HOTLINE
1ST RACE
LA TESTE
ALLIED ATTACK
MAPLEWOOD
MAGIC IN THE WIND

2ND RACE
CIPLAD
WILLIAM WALLACE
EVANGELINE

3RD RACE

1600mts
ignore last run, moving attractively in the latest trails, should take a lot of beating.
ran 4th to RAMBUNCTIOUS over 1400mts in his debut start, moving impressively in the latest trials, an each way chance.
with the benefit of run, i can hold better chances here.
ran 4th to ALLURING SILVER over 1400mts in her last start, good in trails, may go close.

1400mts
ran 3rd to PRICELESS SILVER over the same trip in his debut start, spurting well in the latest trails, should make amends.
with the benefit of run, i can hold better chances here.
ran 4th to POWERFUL LADY over 1200mts in her debut start, moving impressively in the latest trials, can trouble the best.

1400mts

FLYING VISIT
ran 5th to IRON AGE in The Christmas Cup over 1200mts in his last start, moving attractively in the latest trials with 200mts more
to travel, he is the one to be beaten.
LORRAINE
ignore last run, moving nicely in the latest trials, should be in the firing line.
KILDARE
won comfortably over 1200mts in the lower class, penalise, retains form, should fight every inch of grounds.

4TH RACE
DIVIJA
GOLD MEMBER
GRAND CHIEFTAIN
PRINCIPESSA

5TH RACE
AGOSTINO CARRACCI
SONIC DASH
THE MENTALIST
QUEEN O’ WAR

1200mts
ran 5th to NORTHERN SINGER over the same trip, good in trials, may go close.
ran 3rd to NORTHERN SINGER over the same trip, moving impressively in the latest trails, should make amends
with the benefit of run, i can hold better chances here.
ran close the pace till distance and gave up over 1600mts in her last start, good in trails, can make them all run.

1200mts
debut run, blazing in the morning trials, should take a lot of beating.
first run, moving nicely in the morning trials, should be in the firing line.
speedy, working well too, can make them all run.
debut run, moving attractively in the morning trials, should not go down without a fight.

6TH RACE

1600mts

GOLDEN OAKS
ran 3rd to LAGARDE in The Bangalore 2000 Guineas (Grade II) over the same trip, as a favourite, moving impressively in the
latest trails, should be given another chance.
LAGARDE
won in a close finish in The Bangalore 2000 Guineas (Grade II) over the same trip, good in trails, may go close.
NISUS
ran close 2nd to LAGARDE in The Bangalore 2000 Guineas (Grade II) over the same trip, as a favourite, moving attractively in
the latest trails, should make amends.
ALLURING SILVER
ran close 3rd to FOREST FLAME in The Gool & Soli Poonawalla Indian 1000 Guineas (Grade 1) over the same trip, may upset.

7TH RACE
GALLOPING GOLDMINE
NOBLE HEIR
FLEUR DE LYS

8TH RACE

1800mts
ran 3rd to PARISIAN over 2000mts in his last start, should make amends.
ran 3rd to GALLANTRY over 1600mts in his last start, moving impressively in the latest trials, should make amends.
ran 4th to PARISIAN over 2000mts in her last start, good in trials, can make them all run.

1200mts

FLOWER POWER
speedy, working well too, can make them all run.
STREEK
ran close to the pace till distance and gave up over 1600mts in her debut start, moving attractively in the latest trails with 400mts
less to travel, she is the one to be beaten.
DECAPRIO
ran 5th to POWERFUL LADY over the same trip in the higher class, excelled in the latest trials, should fight every inch of grounds.
MULTIBAGGER
knocking at the door, keep an eye.

